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Larger Context of the Path Leading to the
Digital Pathology Department:
not a question of if but when…
•

The emergence of patient safety and
operational gains made possible by the
collective technologies that comprise
Digital Pathology are significant.

•

While not all the changes are
immediately imminent, there is little
question that the transformations
pathology will experience will be
sooner than many consider, and
similarly, more substantive

•

This process should not be feared but
rather, embraced

“Enjoy the Vogon Poetry…” --Douglas Adams
from Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy

The Spectrum of Beliefs Concerning Digital Pathology…
Digital Pathology is the
technology of the future… And it always will be…
-- Bob Colvin, 2001

By 2000, our microscopes
will be collecting dust in the
corner… --Ron Weinstein, 1992

Some Definitions
•What is Digital Pathology?
– All-digital image use for gross and microscopic images
– Elimination of paper
– Total ownership of aspects of workflow that may not be even in
our present radar
• Customer/Clinician Relationship Management (CRM)
• Real-time asset tracking
• Active (and continuous use of Lean / Six sigma tools)

– Acceptance and adoption of human factors engineering
– Knowledge-based management of every aspect of our core
business models

All the above made possible by the rational deployment of
information technology solutions.

Overview
• From where have we traveled…
• Review of the key strategic stages needed for
comprehensive adoption
• Technology evolution
• Transformation of our transactional model to a
relationship model (federation and beyond)
• Evidence-based approaches to re-engineering
our workplace and Human factors engineering
• Asset Tracking
• Some closing remarks on cultural adoption and
managing the process of change

Then
From where have we traveled…

AP data stewardship approach: circa 1972

Contemporary AP-LIS Capabilities: a
brief gap analysis
•
•
•
•

Moderate, but not comprehensive, use of
computational support
Tracking largely manual (paper-based)
Validation Methodologies and computational
support of such lags behind CP
Lack of LIMs-type concepts
–
–

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uncontrolled inventory
Loss of control of data once it is forwarded to
external systems

Lack of Standards
Lack of flexible reporting of rich data formats
Lack of Integrative reporting
Lack of degree of development of
Middleware concepts as in CP
Fewer AP-LIS informatics Specialists than in
CP
Lack of recognition that AP workflow
transcends the Pathology Department
boundaries
Current workflow and reporting approaches
still represent a significant cumulative risk
for error
–
–
–

Specimen identification
Correct reporting
Successful clinical handoff

Now…

Key Strategic Stages*
• Further maturation of enabling technologies:
– 2015: Storage becomes approachable from a costeffectiveness basis ($11 Terabyte)
– 2008: Server architecture sufficiently robust for
anticipated scaling
– 2014: Whole slide scanners sufficiently fast &
inexpensive to support comprehensive digitization
– 2013: Network connectivity sufficiently mature in most
outreach venues (10Gbit/sec or higher)
– 2014: LIS vendor space mature with requisite IT
modules
– 2015: adequate cadre of domain specialists to
steward the new compendium of capabilities
private communication – Rand Corporation

Information Technology
Evolution

•

Boils down to three sectors of capability / capacity
– Computational throughput
• Transactional load / scaling

– Storage
– Network connectivity, Infrastructure and redundancy

•

Virtualization
–
–
–
–

n+1 architectures
Seamless failover
Distributed architectures
SAAS (software as a service / remote hosting models)

and…
• Appliances
– Whole slide scanners
– Tracking technology
• Labeling / marking with symbologies
• Reading of such symbologies

– CRM tools

These are, or soon will be, commoditized
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Evolution of Relative Computational
Throughput
• 1968 (DEC PDP 8/E)
– 20,000 floating point instructions / second (FLOPS)

• 1978 (Apple 2e)
– 140,000 FLOPS

• 1981 (IBM PC)
– 360,000 FLOPS

• 2009 (modern personal computer)
– 3.47+ GFLOPS
– GPU technology is a game-changer here….

With the current expanding plurality of whole-slide scanners, it
is merely a matter of time until Anatomic Pathology transforms
into becoming a (nearly) all-digital modality.
With the advent of all-digital image management, a number of
problems will arise:
•Cost of storage
•Difficulty with image transfer
•Difficulty with the stewardship of digital repositories
•The need to develop tools and techniques to take advantage
of having the majority of data in digital format.
The solution to the above is the use of rationally-designed
workflow and IT approaches that are specific for the needs of
the modality. We should not simply reproduce the Digital
Radiology Continuum (that would be a surefire recipe for
failure)

Whole slide images

•12 gigapixels (for one image)
• each case can be 2-20 images
• 1Gb even after image compression
• Tens of minutes to transfer over
the internet (high-speed connection)
to months (telephone line)
X ray image from Dah
http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2114/2141439225_4b996372df.jpg?v=0

Current World View of Pathology
Imagery Repositories
•

Model 1: Relational Database
–
–
–
–

Image Metadata associated with case-level data
Entire Schema required to carry out discovery
Text-based
Image data is a passive component of the query

•

Model 2: Metadata-tagged Images
–
–
–
–

Image Metadata associated with each image
Image becomes a self-contained dataset available
for discovery
Text-based
Image data is a passive component of the query
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Thesis Statement
•

Extraction from Image
repositories based upon
spatial information

…001011010111010111..

The availability of digital whole slide data
sets represent an enormous opportunity to
carry out new forms of numerical and datadriven query, in modes not based on
textual, ontological or lexical matching.
– Search image repositories with whole
images or image regions of interest
– Carry our search in real-time via use of
scalable computational architectures

or

Analysis of data
in the digital domain

Resultant Surface Map or
gallery of matching images

The IT Challenge that Lurks Behind the
Impending Deployment of Digital Repositories
• If one assumes 1000 slides require digitization per day
• Net storage required for ten year’s worth of data would
be:
– 1 Billion Megabytes
• 106 Gigabytes
• 103 Terabytes
• 100 Petabytes Æ 1 Petabyte

– Current conservative enterprise storage is $2000/ Terabyte
– The full Petabyte in today’s storage technology costs would be
$2M

Emerging Prevalence of Digital Images
and Datasets In Healthcare
• Native Digital Modalities
– CT, MR, PET, CR etc
– Endoscopy, ophthalmology

• Digitized Specialties
– Pathology (whole slide Imaging)
– Flow Cytometry (10+ color)

• Other High-dimensional Datasets
–
–
–
–

Affymetrix
illumina
MS/MS
Others
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Managing this quantity of data
will be a challenge, if we are to
do more than simply store it.
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The Difficulty of Searching Massively-Large
Image Repositories
• Computational effort often geometrically
expands with:
– increasingly-complex search criteria
– increased numbers of images/cases to search
– Images of ever-increasing resolution or dataset size (spiral CT, whole-slide imaging)

Strategic Reflection on Provisioning of
Image Media to the Pathologist’s Cockpit

Strategic Reflection on Provisioning of
Image Media to the Pathologist’s Cockpit
• Features will be added as economies of scale
allow
– Image management (intra departmental)
– Image management (hospital level PACS serverbased retrieval)
– Comprehensive dependence upon hospital-based
image servers (recognizing economies of scale)
– Emergence of the federated era:
• Immediate inter-institutional access to patient imagery and
metadata for diagnostic decision support

Transformation of our Transactional Model to a
Relationship model (federation and beyond)

• Federation addresses single source of
truth issues and just in time data
aggregation
• It does not address distributed knowledge
semantic models, that are predicted and
required by relational networks
• The solution is reciprocal federation

What is Federation?
(at the hospital level)

LIS
User

Web-based
Just-in-time
aggregation

RIS

OR

E.D.

other

Single SQL (or ODBC) query
Concurrently vectored to each
Participatory Single Source of Truth

Consequences of shifting to a SQL-based SSOT model:
•Data only represented once in overall enterprise model
•Reduction in number of interfaces requiring support
•Potential to transfer classes information other than text
•Reduction in support responsibilities of central hospital IT.
Participatory SQL servers

Reciprocal Federation
(at the Pathology Department level)

LIS
User

LIS

RIS

OR

E.D.

Just-in-time
aggregation

A reverse feed from other clinical repositories back to
the LIS / AP-LIS allows for simplified retrieval of
clinical information at the time of decision, by
laboratory staff.
At present a non-realized / under-realized functionality.
Participatory SQL servers

other

Human Factors Engineering
• Very recently, modern software design and
implementation approaches have thoroughly
caught up with traditionally advanced sectors
such as commerce and banking
• Not merely a luxury but an absolute requirement
for both efficiency and patient safety.
• No definitive word yet on the optimal interface
construct – in this setting, the best guiding
principle is monitored testing for every use case.

Human Factors Engineering
• Design devices, technologies and workflow to
optimize human performance.
• A key element of process design and redesign is
the monitoring of metrics, made possible by
automation.
• An intrinsic element of cogent Lean and Six
Sigma Implementation approaches

Human Factors Engineering:
Performance Review in AP
•

How could this become disruptive?
– The Pathologist becomes a data point of study for continuous quality
monitoring:
• TAT / Automated Kappa Statistic generation
• Credentialing could be tied to automated metrics of performance (similar to
the U.S. Navy Pilot program for Carrier Pilots)

– Formalizes the peer consultation model, which is largely based
at present on personal judgment, without automation.

• Initially, such measures might be poorly received by the
Pathology Community

Human Factors Engineering:
Transition from Primary Diagnosis to Directed Expertise Models

•

•

In this possible scenario, the pathologist would spend most of their
time reviewing microscopy fields that were prescreened by
quantitative algorithms.
How could this become disruptive?
• Activity / effort shifted from review of all material to selected re-review of
pre-screened content
• Potential multiplier effect for the effective throughput of each pathologist

– Fundamentally changes the role of the pathologist.

•

May be an effective staffing solution for the anticipated shortage in
Surgical Pathologists

Employing Domain-Specific
User Interface Design

Asset Tracking
• Although firmly entrenched in CP
workflow, AP use-cases and solutions are
just beginning to appear, ostensibly due to
the lead time that was required for vendors
to provide suitable technical solutions
• This delay in emergence was similarly
potentiated by the relative paucity of APoriented Informaticians

Comprehensive Asset Tracking
Evolution of Enabling Technologies:

A

B

C

D

Many of the present-state batch-based practices in use
are in place as a logical result of historical limitations
with respect to labeling and asset tracking technology.
In early test-deployments of multilayer direct thermal
label stock (A) seven major classes of so-called high
performance formulations failed following a thirty minute
xylene immersion. Newer formulations, such as General
Data Stainer Shield labels (B), are able to withstand
both xylene immersion as well as exposure to the far
majority of routine histochemical staining protocols, thus
providing for the first time the opportunity to leverage
just-in-time single piece workflow in the histology suite.
Similarly in the case of cassette printing technology (C),
first and second generation based printing systems,
which were dependent on thermal carbon or ink jet
transfer (upper row), lacked both spatial resolution and
consistency to provide for a consistently machinereadable barcodes, whereas newer platforms, based on
laser-ablative reduction of a black polymeric coating,
provide precise and highly consistent barcodes of very
high resolution (lower row). Two dimensional barcodes,
which have intrinsic error correction, are made possible
by this higher rendered resolution. While it is possible
to leverage laser-based printing approaches for direct
slide annotation (D), the expense associated with the
current generation of these printers makes them
unapproachable for just-in-time generation of annotated
slides at individual workstations. For this reason, the
label-based approach, which allows for printing of slides
at every cutting station (see figure to right), is a superior
solution for maintaining single-piece workflow.

Asset Tracking Test Case: Asset Labeling at Accessioning:
Current State
Case
Case Received
Received
Identified
Identified Correctly
Correctly
FTQ:
FTQ: ~99%
~99%

Case
Case Accessioned
Accessioned
Correctly
Correctly In
In Pathnet
Pathnet
FTQ:
FTQ: ???%
???%

Pathnet
Pathnet Barcode
Barcode
Label
Label Printed
Printed
FTQ:
FTQ: 100%
100%

Cassettes
Cassettes and
and
Paperwork
Paperwork Collated
Collated
FTQ:
FTQ: <100%
<100%

Print
Print Tool
Tool Generates
Generates
Required
Required Cassettes
Cassettes
FTQ:
FTQ: <75%
<75%

Label
Label Utilized
Utilized to
to
Actuate
Actuate Print
Print Tool
Tool
FTQ:
FTQ: <100%
<100%

Known issues:
•External workflow out of our control
•Accessioning has unnecessary intra-process reidentification steps
•Printer is unreliable and disrupts workflow
•Current printing tool, while an improvement over prior
software, still could be further optimized

Future State
Case
Case Received
Received
Identified
Identified Correctly
Correctly
FTQ:
FTQ: ~99%
~99%

Case
Case Accessioned
Accessioned
Correctly
Correctly In
In Pathnet
Pathnet
FTQ:
FTQ: ???%
???%

External
External Print
Print Tool
Tool
Automatically
Automatically Synced
Synced
FTQ:
FTQ: 100%
100%

Req.
Req. Label
Label
Printed
Printed
FTQ:
FTQ: 100%
100%

User
User Selects
Selects
## Blocks
Blocks // Specimen
Specimen
FTQ:
FTQ: ~100%
~100%

User
User Selects
Selects
## Specimens
Specimens
FTQ:
FTQ: ~100%
~100%

Correct
Correct ## of
of Spec.
Spec.
Labels
Labels Printed
Printed
FTQ:
FTQ: 100%
100%

Correct
Correct ## of
of Blocks
Blocks
Printed
Printed per
per Spec.
Spec.
FTQ:
FTQ: 100%
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Cassettes
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and
Paperwork
Paperwork Collated
Collated
FTQ:
FTQ: <100%
<100%

Revised Reality:
•Upstream workflow remains an issue
•No intra-case patient re-identification required
•New printers will improve throughput and add barcoding annotation
•Revised software will be tuned to workflow, as part of a comprehensive
tracking and ordering solution

The Dark Side of the Moon
for Digital Pathology

•

What are the areas of Digital Pathology where we likely will be unprepared?
–
–
–
–

•
•
•

Inadequacy of contemporary interoperability standards
Storage expenses
Provenance of data
Longitudinal stewardship of primary digital data

Management of the culture of change is far more complex than the information
technology itself
We must be superb managers and informaticians, as well as laboratorians, to
steward the coming change to a successful outcome
Inaction is not an option

Sparking the Light of Success
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous planning
Adopt modular solutions
Leverage standards, whenever available
Identify solutions that are revenue-neutral
Participate with organized medicine to expand the
reimbursement categories for embracing digital
workflow:
–
–
–
–

WSI
Asset tracking
CRM
Automated interpretive services made possible by the digital grid

Image Courtesy of Atlant-Teradyne

